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INfRODUCTION 

CollllllCrcial and military space assets are all around us and we use them without 
thought or concern, unless they fail to meet our expectations. Technology leads us to 
believe that _anything is possible and that we are all privileged users. This is only true if 
unlimited resources are available to design, build, and purchase th~ products. 
Technology is very expensive and not all of us are able to be privileged users. 

An understanding of some of the linµtations of our space assets should moderate 
our expectations. The purpose of this paper is to provide a short and concise overview 
of the space environment and a fundam1:nta.l understanding of space assets in order to 
understand their capabilities. • Many space assets are often used without the user's 
knowledge. Space assets are vital elements that influence both peacetime and wartime 
missions at aU three levels of military activity: (1) strategic, (2) operational, and (3) 
tactical. 

The paper has be.en limited to the basic concepts of the atmosphere, rocket 
propuJsion, launch vehicles, communications spectrum, and satellite assets. Thirty 
minut~ of yourtime, readi11g this paper, hopefully will provide you insights concerning 
a fli:W of the limitations and capabilities of U.S. space assets. 
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• swings between night and day become greater than at sea level. 

Gasoline propulsion systems perform well near sea • 1eve,l but experience air 
starvation at altitudes above 25,000 feet. Gasoline engines require great quantities of air 
for proper air/fuel mixture ratios .. Turbojet engines perform well within the troposphere 
because the turbines within the turbojet compresses the air for proper combustion. 

Moving objects within the atmosphere e:xperience friction when in motion. At the 
Earth's surface, the concentration of particles exceeds 1,000,000,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo (101') 
particles per cubic c:entimeter (Figure ~)- As mentioned earlier, these p;Lrtic_les aUow 
aircraft to fly, but cause considerable drag that makes orbiting objects at these ;ilt:_itudes 
impossible. 
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Stra,tospl:u;re. The stratosphere, • which is sandwic_hed between the 
troposph~re an_d the mesosphere, extends from 9-12111iles (i.e., 15-20 km 
or 48,000-63,000 feet) at the lower end to 30-33 n:tll~ (i.e., 48-53 km or 
159,000,174,000 feet) at the upper end. About 99 percent of the Earth's 
atmosphere falls within the troposphere a_n<l stratosphere. Most of the 
remaining one percent of the Earth's water vapor resides in this region, 
which explains why clouds are pract_ical_ly non-existent in it. The 
temperature of the stratosphere continually climbs until it reaches. about 
32°F (0°C), where the stratosphere officially ends. Atmospheric drag 
diminishes in the stratosphe_re, but still cannot sustain an orbiting 
object. Partic:le density still averages 100,000,000,000,000 (10") particles 
per cubic centimeter. 

Ozone, an isotope of oxygen, is present in the ozo_n.e !_ayer 
which varies in altitude from 12 to 21 miles. Traces of ~on.e are 
found as low as 6 i:niles and as high 35 miles. Ozone is poisonous, 
therefore, in the stratosphere the outside atmosphere c_:;i_nnot be used 
to pressuri~ a crew cabin. The ozone layer is impo~t because it 
absorl,s a l_arge portion of the sun's ultraviolet ra<liation that is 
harmful to humans.1 

. In the stratosphere, brea~ing oxygen through a mask 
is ineffective becaus_e t_h_e lungs no longer have the ability to 
absorb oxygen. .The blood begins to boil as small bubbles 
rapidly expand ind the resulting painful condition is caJled 
the bends. The solution is to pressurize the cabin or to w~ 
a pressure suit. Pressurizing a cabfo with outside air beco.~ 
impractical above 15 miles (i.e., 24 km or 79,000 feet) beqause 
the pressurizing process generates too mucb heat. 

At 15 mil.es, air density is 1 /27 
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Exospheri:. The exosphere is tlie highest and last major region of the Eartll's atmosphere. 
The exo:sphere extends fro111 the i:hcrmosphere, 200-375 miles, to ou_ter space. Particle 
density drops off from a ma,-:imum of about 1,000 particles per cubic CCJ:ltimetcr at 200 
miles to lc:ss th_an one particle per centimeter in deep space. This density varies with local 
conditiol'ls. The sun's so_lar flare activity is :constantly changing die drag of Earth's 
orbiti11g satellites. Satel)ites above 350 111iles experiel'lce a negligible amount of drag. 

Tlie temperature at the lower end of the exosphere is about 2,960°F during the day 
and 440°F during the 11_ight. Space re,'l_lly has no temperature of its own because it ta_l<es 
atmosphere to actually take on a temperature. The te_mperature of space is measured by 
the temperature of an object in space. An objed takes in heat on the sun side and gives 
off heat on the dark side. 

Satellites 111ust be carefully designed to maintain a feasible t_e111perature. Mat:eria_ls 
used in satellite designs must have the right combi11,ation of heat ab_sorption and dissipa
tion factors. For example, solar panels have a .tendency to overh_eat on the sun side in 
space unless cpnsiderable care is taken to dissipate the heat out the.back of the panel using 
special m.ateri_aJs. Satellite electric:aJ systems must be kept cool enough to ensure long life, 
but not so cool as to prevent el_ectro-mechanical systems from functioning. 

Ionosphere. The ionosphere is 
another region within the Earth's 
atmosphere (30-240 miles), bu_t is not 
determined by temperature. The 
ionosphere i~ an area of the atmo
sphere that becomes elec:trically 
charged, or ionized, by solar x-rays 
and ultraviolet radiation. The 
amount ~f ionization is dq,endent 
on the thne of day and the level of 
solar activity. Sunspots and solar 
flares o_n the surface of the sun 
produce fluctuations 1_11 the iono
sphere (Figure 4). 

The ionosphere absorbs, de
lays, or reflects radio signals of 
certain frequencies that can both 
help ot hil'lder radio co~unica
tions at different times of the day. 
Radio frequencies up to high fre
quency (HF) are greatly aff~d by 
the ionosph~e, whereas, higher fre
qµendes are generally unaffected. 
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SA TElLITE ORBITS 

A number of conditions must be met to put a satellite into orbit. The t"'o _most 
critic;d clements arc velocity and altitude. 1-. satellite must be acc,.lcratcd to a velocity 
parallel to the Earth's surface that matches the downward pull. On the Earth's surface, 
an object will drop. abou.t 16 fcct the first second due to gravity. The Earth's curvature 
drops 9ff at ·about 16 feet per every 5 miles. It can be condudc_d that a:n object must 
travel five miles in one second t9 match th:C drop equal to the curvature of the ~rth. 5 
m11cs per second x 60 seconds pe_r minute x 60 minufcs per hour = a speed of 18,000 mph. 
(Figure 7). 

A. PULL Or uRAUJ'l'.'I' 
CfACT or NATURE) 
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FIGURE 7 
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THE SPEED REQUIRED TO ORBIT AN OBJECT NEAR EARTH'S SUR.FACE 

At the Earth's .surface, an object traveling at.18,000 mph would experience considerable 
heat fro.n.i drag and would quickly b\lm up before travding very far. N:car surface orbit 
around ~c Earth is µiercfore impo.ssibl.c, but is possible 01,1 planets that do not have a.1_1 
atmosphere. As alti~des increase, the speed required to maintain orb~ decreases. For 
example, ~c gravitaticmal pull of an object at ~ altitude of 100 mill!S is 95% of that 
experienced at the surtacc; therefore, a satellite i:nust travel slower at 100 ~ bec:nrsc 
the Earrl:i's gravitational pullis less. At an altitude of 100 miles, an object will drop about 
.15 feet tlie first second. The Earth's curvature drops off slightly more than 16 fe.ct per 
every 5 rrrilcs. We ca1_1 conclude that an .object must travel apout 4.7 miles in one seco11d 
to match the drop equal to the curvature of the Earth. 4.7 miles per se.cond it 6.0 seconds 
per minute x 60 minui:cs pet hour = .a spc;ed <>f about 17,000 mph. (Figure 8), 
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satellites across the sky in less than ten minutes. 

The i_nclination of the la_u1_1ch determines the north and south latitude ground track 
that.a satellite will follow. The.ground p·athof a satellite will follow the inclii,ation angle 
as it completes its orbit. The location and angle a rocket is launched, deten1:1ines the final 
orbit ind_i1_1ation angle. A rocket fired at a 45 degree angle from the equator will end 1rp 
in a 45 degree inclination orbit. Launches (rom Kennedy Space C.enter nquire special 
consid~tion to obtain a pa_rticular orbit ii:tclination. For example, a due east Ia·unch 
from K_ennedy wiUput a ~tel!ite into a 28.5 degree orbit inclination because the latitude 
at.Kennedy is 28.S degrees. To put a satellite into a 57 degree orbit inclinat_ion, the rocket 
must be fired at 35 degrees (Figure 11). 

~. -~~., . ....... , ~ ., 
... . -

• 

FIGURE 11. ORBITAL INCLINATIONS FROM KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 

The Eartl:i rotates on its axis 01_1cc every 24 h<>prs. which m,eans that it rota~ 1_5 
degrees per ho11r (360 degrees/24 hours = 15 deg~). Therefore, the Earth ~11 rotate 
30 degrees while a satellite with a 2 l:iour period co111pletes one revolution. The ground 
pa~ wiil cover a new area 30 degrees to the west with each successive orbiL (Fi~ 12). 
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FIGURE 12. SATELLITE GROUND TRACK FOR TWO ORBITS 
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Ellipti~ Orhlt. All orbits start out llS elliptical orbits until thei_r final orbit is reached. 
Most el_liptical orbits are used .:is tr:n,sfer orbits to put a satellite in its finlli circular orbit. 
To cirtUlarize an ellipt_ital orbit, rot.ket motors are fired a:t the highest point of the. orbit, 
tailed the apogee_. A Molniya orbit is a spctifit elliptical orbit that spes:ids considerably 
more time, at apogee, over a specific target area than it does at its dose-to-the-Ellr:t!.t 
perigee (Figure 14). The Molniya orbit works well for oommunitations satellites intei:ided 
to provide coverage near the p.oles "'here gei>stationary satellites are out of range. 

L •-. -- ••-• 

... 

. ~· . ·-·.,-______ . -------
FIGURE 14. ELLIPTicAL ORBIT GROUND TRACKS 

Satellites in elliptical orbits slow down as they travel aV.:ay b-om the Earth and 
reach their slow~ speed at apogee because of-the Earth's gravitational pull. On the other 
hand they speed up as they return to Earth, also because of the Earth's gravitational pull. 
Tb.is slowing down and speeding up cycle woµld continu_e indefinitely if it were not for 
the partide densiey near the. Earth's surface. Elliptical orbits, at the minimum altitude 
(perigee) tan tome as low as 90 miles (145 km) and still m~e it back out to space. Thi_s 
cycle will not last long, however, because the increased drag g:periented at this extreinely 
low altitude slows the sateilite to the point it never folly recovers. Early spy sa~ites 
took advantage 9f this low altitude to obtain great photQgraphs, but this method was very 
costly beca~ of the short life of the satelliie. 

G:ec,stationary Orbit. A gC()st;.ationary orbit oc:c:urs when a satellite orbits the Earth once 
pe_r day following a path around the equator. A geostationary satellite gives the illwion 
that is not moving! but in fatt, it is moving very fast to keep up with the Earth's 
rotation. A geostationary orbit is a higb orbit th:at averages 19;300 miler (31.000 km) 
above sea level and travels about 6,900 11liles (11,000 IIm} per hour to keep up with the 
Earth's rotation. The Earth's gravitation:al pull at this altitude is considerably less than 
at lower altitudes, whith means that. satellites must travel much slower to maintain a 
constant altitude. The differen~e between a geosynthr~nous and a geostationa_ry orbit is 
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h1.1cndred objects are now clustered "'ithin the narrow band at geostationary orbit. These 
obj~ wiil never find their way i11to the atmosphere and must be monitored. On the 
other hand, constant cleansing occurs at iow Earth orbit. Fifty-five hundred of the seven 
tho~t1d objects are below 1,000 miles and will find their way into the atmosphere. Small 
objects cannot_ yet be tracked and these objects can cause considerable damage to life and 
property if collision occurs. Mally s:1tellites have mysteriously stopped functioning, but 
evid~ce ~s lacking as to whether a collision occilrred. There has been evidence that a few 
launch vehicles have collided with t_heir payloads during ejection. Still collisions in space 
are rare. A recent Navy expe_rimmt simulated the explosion of 10 low Earth orbit 
satelJites into 400 fragments traveling up to 100 meters per second. A six-hour simulation 
revealed that even though 300 satellites would come within 5 km of a fragment there were 
no coUm.ons with arty of the 500 :ict_ive satellites. The closest a fragment came was 500 
meters (Figure 16 ). • • 
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FIGURE 16. COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF OBJECTS iN ORBIT 

~oon. The Moon gract:fully ~ircles the Earth every 27 days and gives the illu~on that it 
raptdly travels overhead, but it is really lumbering along to equal the Earth's gravitational 
puU. The mass of the 1'-ioon equals 1 /83 that of Eartl:i and its effects can be felt on Earth 
a.sit circles overhead_. When the Moon is overhead, the Earth's tides are at their highest. 
The gravitational pull of the Moon gathers the water from the sides of the Earth and this 
l:iigh water follows the Moons path over the surface of the Earth. The large amount. of 
1Vater that is displaced to one side would create a tremendous imbalance of weight if 
ce_tttrifugal forces did not compensate by creating equally high tides on t:he opposite side. 
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of th_e remaining rocket stages. Specific impulse, or engine efficiency, still falls short of 
beirig a_ble to take a single-stage space plane to orbit. 

Liquid Propellants. Liquid propellant rocket engines burn two liquids that are ste>i:ed in 
separate tariks until needed. Common liquids used are hydrogen and oxygen_. Both of 
tltese liquids are gasses at room temperature and must be cooled below -300°F to co11vert 
~-CJll into a liquid form. Hydrogen and oxygen, as gases, cannot be compressed enough 
into the on board storage tanks to provide the. necessary specific impulse. The conversion 
~nto a liquid is required to bring the density up to the required c;f(ic_iericy. 

Liquid propel
lant rocket engines are 
very efficient and speci
fic impulse ratings are 
generally high. A sig
nificant advantage is 
that the thrust can be 
adjusted during launch 
and can even be cycled 
on and off. If the fuel 
wed is oxygen and 
hydrogen, the cost is 
low and quantities are 
plentiful. 

--~. rr-,;, ....... ;·' ·--r • ··~'.r. "" .. :_:, "~;;::; 
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There a.re a few 
significant disadvan 
-tages tha~ must be 
considered when con
sidering using liquid 
propeHant rocket 
engi~_es. 

FIGURE 18. SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE' 

One significan.t disadvantage of 
liquid propellant rocket .engines is that 
t,hey require complex fuel metering and 
control plumbing to sustain the proper 
combustion (Figure 18 and Figure 19). 
Rapid laurich systems are not feasible for 
cooled liquid hydrogen and oxygen be
cause •they cailnot be maintained in the 
launch vehicle for more than a few hours 
before launch. Hydrogen and oxygen 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

The military Services and NASA use a mixed fleet concept for placing payloads into 
orbit. The Atlas, Delta, Pegasus, Scout, Shuttle, and Titan are current U.S. space launch 
v~i~es. Contracts have been av.•arded to develop two new launch vehicles called the 
Taurus and t)ie U. V. The Shuttle was intended to be the ultimate answer and replace the 
Expendable ~unch Vehicles (EL V's) by the end of the 1980s. The Challenger disaster in 
1986, however; grounded the Shuttle for two years and contractors ~rambled to find 
~ternate la11nclt vehicles to put their satellites into orbit. The Challenger disaster 
rad,icaHy changed the direction of the U.S. spa~e program, which now uses a mixed fleet 
concept. l'Yii_ssions are now matched with available launch systems. 

Adas. The Atlas is a medium lift launch vehicle tha~ was originaUy developed in the late 
19505. Later versions were used to put the fint U.S. man11ed orbitaJ flights. The Atlas 
has been updated many times an.d the current vehicle is the ~tended J\tlas 2. Tiie Atlas 
launch vehicle can put 5900 Jb. (2.700 l!.g) satellite into a geo transfer odiit (GTO). The 
Atlas has been used to launch GPS, Mil_itary Fleet Satel_lite Corrununica(ions 
(FLTSATCOM), Defense Satell~e C:o~unications Systems (DSCS) and Defense 
Meteorological (DMSP) sateHites (Figure 21). Ge1_1eral Dynamics, Space Systems Divis.ion, 
currently produces the Adas whi~h had an 8~.5% success rate before 1991 and an 85% rate 
on the last 20 vehicles.' Of the two failures in the last 10 years, one was due. to 
lightning. 
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FIGURE 21. PARTIAL ATLAS FAMILY OF LAUNCH VEHICLES 
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Pegasus launch vehicles. A new, larger capacity, Scout is"under development, but has not 
been awarded any U,S. contracts. 

Pegasus. The Pegasus is a ""inged launch vehicle designed to be launched from under the 
wing of a high flying aircraft (Figure 23). The Pegasus is a small satellite delivery system 
which can place 900 lb (410 kg) satellites into equatorial low Earth orbits and 600 lb (270 
kg} .satellites· iQto polar orbits (Figure 24). The purpose of the Pegasus design was to 
reduce the launch costs of placing small payloads into low Earth orbits without the usual 
delays ofbuilcling the rocket on the launch pad. Pegasus payloads could be launJ;hed with 
short notice to accommodate rapid employment of special payloads for emergency 
c~ntingencies. The first launch took place off the coast of California, in 1990. Orbital 
ScienJ;es corporation and Hercules manufacture the Pegasus. The Pegasus can be 1.~~nched 
~nywhere and is not limited to existing launch facilities. 
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FIGURE 23. PEGASUS AIRCRAFT LAUNCHED SPACE VEHICLEu 

FIGURE 24. PEGASUS LAUNCH SEQUENCE0 
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Martin Marie~ Spac_e Lau_nch Systems currently manufactures the Titan ID a_nd 
IV series lau_nc\t vc:hi_cles which c~n be launched from either Vandenberg AFB in 
California or from C:ape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. Because a Shuttl_e launch 
fa_cHity was never completed at Vandenberg AFB in California, the Titan has been the 
prun_ary launch vehicle for polar orbit missions. 
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FIGURE 26. TITAN FA~ULY CONFIGURATION HISTORY" 
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Ta~ '.The Taurus is basically a Pegasus with a rocket motor repl_acing the aircraft 
la~l'lc;ii vehicle. The purpose of the Taurus is to atl:ommod,ate short notice launches 
v.ithil'l 77 hou_rs from dispersed locations. Payloads of 3000 I]> (U60 kg) to low Earth 
orbits or 700 lb (330 kg) to geo transfer orbit are possible. The first stage_ is a Thiokol 
MX/Pc:acekeeper motor. The Taurus launch system is mad_e by Orbital Sciences. 

llV. A new, yet untested, entry into the rocket launqi vellicle family, the Lockheed 
Lai,m~h Vehicle (Li.V) is contracted to fly by the end of this year with DOD or NASA 
payloads. The LL Vis capable of lifting 8900 lbs ( 4000 kg) into low Earth orbit. The new 
rocket (alllily also uses a Thiokol MX/i>eacekeeper stage 1 motor (Figure 27). 
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SPACE LAUNCH FACILITIES 

The United States owns and oper:itcs four orbital launch facilities: (1) Eastern Space and 
Missile Center~ (2) Kennedy Space Ccnter, (3) Western Space and Missile Center, and (4) 
Wallops Flight Faciliry. Each onc of these facilities has unique characteristics and 
limitations. 

Eastern Space and ~le Center. The Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) is 
located ·at Cape Can_averal Air Force Station and is managed by the Air Force Spa_ce 
Command (Figure 28), ESMC is loc:11ed cin the eastern coast of Florida, west of Orla11do. 
Over 40 different launc:h s.ta..:u:is h:iH been constructed a_nd all the current.launch vehicles 
can be launched with the ex_ception of the Shuttle. The test range extends fro111 Cape 
Canaveral, across the Atlantic and Africa, to the Indian Ocean. The most efficient launch 
inclination is due east, w~ich places satellites in 28.S degree inclination orbit_s b~caµse 
Cape Canaveral is located on the north 28.S degree latitucj.e. Other orbit inclinations can 
be obtained with fuel being the s_ignificant limiting fa~or. Launches are generally ina4e 
over water to allow for a margin of safety if somethi11g were tci go wrong. C;ipe 
Ca11averal launches are limited to a minimum angle launch of 35 degrees to a ~im11_m 
angle launch of 120 degrees. 

FIGURE 28. CAPE CANAVERAL AND KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
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COMMUNICATIONS SPECTRUM 

The natural phenomenon of resonant frequency allows us to communicate with 
each other. Resonant frequency is the ability to maintain a specjfic frequency o_sciJlat_iim 
long enough to convey information from one source to another, By changing tones or 
modulating the resonant frequency "'ith coded information, intelligence can be broadcast, 
and hopefully a receiver can and will interpret the message. Resona11t frequel'lcy 
coJDJriunications covers a Wide spectrum from audio through visible light, which includes 
very low frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), 111cdiu111 frequency (MF), high frequency 
(1'1F), very high frequency (VHF), ultra high frequency (UHF), super high frequency 
(SHF), extremely high frequency (EHF), and il'lfrared (IR) frequency spectrum (sec 
Figures 31A, 31B and 31C). A basic unlierstanding of some characteristics and 
relationships of these frequencies "'ill be helpful_ in better comprehending satellite 
communications systems. 
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rIGURE 31A 

Audio (20 - 20,000 Hz). Human vocal chords can sustain 
varying intcn_sity and frequency long enough t0 project intelligible 
sounds to others. These frequency inflections fall between 100 and 
3,000 (3K, where K = 1,000) cycles per second (called Hertz, Hz) 
with harmon_ics reaching much higher. Human cars can hear sounds 
far above (15K Hz) what the typical human voice can generate. 
Have you ever had difficulty understanding voices coming over radio 
communications systems? One rcasOn is that audio frequenci_es in 
radio receivers are usually limited to 3,000 Hertz, which meal'ls dtat 
you arc not receiving the complete audio signal. 

Every mechanJ.Cal design has its own r~a,nt {rcquc11cy 
characteristic. During launch, spacecraft designs genei:aJ,ly }t_llve 
resonant frequencies in the audio range. Th_c Shuttle has a resoJ13J'lt 
frequency of 45 Hertz during launch, which 111eai;is that onboard 
satellites must have a different resonant (requency to avo~d 
destructive osallations. The famous and ill-f:ated Tacoma Bridge had 
a very low resonant frequency t_ha_t allowed the prevailing winds to 
start it Oscillating until it twisted apart . 

Low Frequency (LF) {2C>K - 300K Hz-). Resonant frequencies 
can be created with large elccttjcal coils and capacitors Or mechan:i.cal 
crystals. Low frequency, clcctrically~tuncd circuits ate very large and 
correspondi_ng antennas are hundreds of feet in length. Low frcqu:en
cy transntitti11g devices are n<it found On satellites because of the 
immense size of the tuned circuits and antennas. Crystals are com
monly used to transmit ultrasonic sounds into water as sonar devices. 
Low frequency signals are the only radio waves that readily pass in 
water with little attenuation. Sonar and ultrasound systems take 
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common for n:irrow band digital transmissions. 

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) (300 • 3000M Hz). UHF radios 
and antennas :ire a fraction of the siz.e of VHF systen1s. Typical users 
of the UHF b:ind are UHF TV, military aircraft, cellular telephone, 
microwave, s:iteHite, and radar systems. This is a very popular band 
of frequencies :ind an international_ struggle continues to obtain and 
keep valuable frequency bands. The higher UHF signals now use 
reflective dishes to collect- and focus the weak signals. 

Super High Frequmcies (SHF) (3 • 30G Hz). Super high 
frequency transceivers are relatively new because of the advanced 
technology req11i_red to make .devices that wiU resonate at these 
frequencies (me:LSUred in gigahertz. where G = t,000,000,000). A 
critical shortage of bandwidth spurred development of effective 
systems commo11ly used in satellites. Ch.an11el assignments ate 
considerably wider, which means millions of bits per second can be 
transmitted between a ground station and a satellite. Sending high
resolution photographs to ground stations is possible at these 
frequencies, but still require a few minutes to send each picture. 

µtrernely High Frequency (EHF) (30 • 300G Hz). Gigahertz. 
freq11e11cies are receiving most of the C()lllJJlunications development 
dol_lars i_n order to .take adva·ntage of available frequencies and their 
aUocated wide bandwidths. Real time high-resolution image 
transmission is now possible, but very costly. 

Infrared Frequency (IR) (1000 - 0.7 um). Infrared frequencies 
are usually referred to in terms of wavelength. Wavelength is the 
di~nce it takes tO complete one cycle and that distance ge_ts nn.aller 
as the frequency goes up. Infrared spectrum ranges from 1000 um 
(O.OOlrn) down to 0.7 um (0.0000007m). Night vision goggles anc:1 
weather sateilites use infrared sensors to collect the energy in this 
narrow band, amplify it, and present the view to the user. -Infrared 
sensors in satellites can provide data On the tempe_rature of water, 
land, and clouds. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
(DMSP) satellites colllJJlonly use visible light sensors during the day 
and infrared sensors dµring the night. IR night sensors are capable 
of providing equally hjgh resolution pictures at night as the visible 
light sensors during ~he day. The pictures provide a new and totally 
different perspective because IR night sensors differentiate. between 
heat levels and not va_riations in visible light. Tenipaatures and 
some gas compositions in the atmosphere are now m~rable using 
visible and IR combinations. 
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SA TELUTE SYSTEMS 

Satellite systems are very costly to l>uild, launch, and use. Military satellites 
typically cost a billion dollars by the time aU µie bills are paid, which includes a sufficient 
nwnb:er of user grounii stations to accomplish the mission. DOD policy has been to 
design and operate satellites apart frorn civilian satellites in order to insure security of 
links, prot~ion against jamming, and t))e abiiity to move sat_ellites to where they are 
most needed. Militaty satellite mi~io11s have been limited to three major types: (t) 
Comonniic::ations, (2) Navigation; and (3) Surveillance. • 

1. Com.munications Satellites. Communications satelljtes are divided into three 
categoric;s i>aseii primarily on the frequencies used (UHF, SHF, and EHF). The f_irst 
category, UHF bands, are used by FlTSATCOM, AFSATCOM, LEASAT, and UHF 
FOLLOWsON satellites and are u_sed to communicate wi_th the troops in the field who 
have ~IJ portable radios. The seco11da.ry category, SHF bands, are used by the Def~ 
Satelli~ Communications System (PSCS) and are used for . worldwide long ha:ul 
comn;nmications between the N:a_tional Command Authority and Department of Pefe11se 
Agencies. The third category, EHF bands, is intended to be used in the comi_ng years by, 
the MILST AR satellite e9mmunic:it_ions system. Each category has iu own strengths and 
w~esses that become irnportant factors for the success of future engag~ts. The 
differences between cost, capacity, anti jam, arid mobilicy are very important characteristics 
that should be understood by t)ie operational conmia11der (F"agun: 33). 

FlTSATCOM 
AFSATC()M 
I.EASAT DSCS 

UHF FOLLOW-ON 
CAPABIUl'I TACTICAL 

HIGH MOBIL£ FORCES_ 

MOIIUIY 

MODEIIA:rE 

LOW 
1.,JHF 

COMMAND 
SUPPORT FO_IICES 

FREQUENCY StiF 

MILSTAR 

COMMANOI_C~NTliOL 
NUCUAII FORCES 
TACTICAL .- ·-

, , , 

, , 
,, COST ,, 

EHF 

FIGURE 33. COMPARISON OF MILSATCOM SYSTEMS 
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UHF FoJlow-On (UFO). Valuable satellite channels are in constant demand, therefore 
the Navy h~ contracted to increase the number of UHF satellites in the fleet from 9 (5 
FLTSATCO.fyt and 4 LEASA T) to 18. u·HF Follow-On satellites have 42 UHF channels 
and will also be owned and controlled by the Naval Space Command. These satellites will 
not have any additional USAF equipment. 

Ughtsats. A nui:nber of small low-cost satellites are under development as UHF 
commi.iilication_s relay stations. These small satellites have been placed into low Earth 
orbit, which means that the user has to actively chase the satellite across the sky in order 
to utilize its 10-rninute window. Messages are 
transmitted up to the satellite and stored in its 
memory U:ntil the intended user requests the_ 
message to be sent back down. They are called 
store and forward satellites and the concept has 
been well p_roven by the amateur radio 
community. 

lJHF Ground Stations. More than 1000 mobile 
ground statiol)s have been issued to the military -
services. Small, light, and portable ground 
stations make tile FLTSATCOM system an ex
cellent solution to the difficult problem of 
reliable troop communication. The AN/PSC-3A 
Uii"F SATCOM transceiver is just one of many 
models available (FIGURE 36). FIGURE 36. UHF AN/PSC-3A 

SHF Satelli~. The Defense Satellite Comm\Jnications Systems {DSC:S) was 
designed to utilize higher wideband communications, Super High Frequency {SHF), to 
pass large volumes of qata worldwide. The most sigilifica_nt SHF user is the Worldwide 
Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS), which includes early warning 
operations cel)ters, unified and specified commal)dS, and tactical forces. ne higl;ily 
successful twCJ?:ty-six Phase I DSCS satellites launched between 196_6 and 1968 wen: 
foUowe4 by Phases II and III. All of tbe DSCS satellites have bee!'I placed into 
ge:O:statiol)ary orbits spread evenly aroum:i the globe for worldwide coverage. Their 
operational design life was five years, but they averaged 6-8 years. Each phase was 
desigi:ied to replace its older predecessor as it neared the end of its expected life. 

DSCS n. Six DSCS II satellites were placed into geostationary in the 1980s. The last one, 
launched in 1989, remains the only one functioning. DSCS II has only two wiiie band 
repeaters, but is far more capable and flexible than any previously dc:_signed military 
satellite. The bandwidth for each uplink and downlink channel is an unbelievable 
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E.HF Satellites. The next generation satellitefwill use an even higher band of frequencies, 
extremely high frequency (EHF). EHF frequencies fall between 30G Hz (30,000,000,000 
Hz) and 300G Hz. EHF are sc,mewhat immune to nuclear blast effects aµd may be our 
only .source of communica_t:ions under nuclear attack. On the other ha:nd, EHF frequen• 
cies a:re fa:r from perfect bet:ause they ca:n be absorbed by rain in the signal path, if rain 
drops are the same size as t)le v,avelength of the radiating signal. EHF transponders ate 
part of th_e UHF FoUow•On satellite. 

MILST!Jl, A consi:ellatio1,1 of 10 MfLSTAR satellites was originally anti~ipated, but was 
reduced to two because of the tremendous cost overruns and will be launched in 1994 
(Figure 40). The 4.5-t~~. biJ.ion dollar satehites will provide worldwide, j~m•resistant, and 
survivable long-haul cozmnunications. The uplink frequency from ground stations will 
be at EHF of 44G Hz aµd the dov,;nlink wHt be at SHF frequencies. .t\nti-jam capability 
is a~lished by frequency hopping sequencing if jamming is detected. MILST AR will 
be uncl~ JCS control a11d channels will be allocated to the CINCs. MILSTAR users will 
be at ~y of the three levels (strategic, operational, or ~ctical), dep·ending on the n~ds 
of the CINCs. 

tllotll'DIVCS lfll C°"""""l'l&Cat.lOIII n,IDl,d 

Spot•··· a~n,,.,. 

AGURE 40. MILSTAR EHF SA TEll.ITE 

EHF/Sl:IF Ground Sta~o~ The ground 
stations will irtclucle large permanen! 
installations as well as small portable 
SCAMP terminals. The 15-pound SCAMP 
terminals will have voice and secure data 
at 2400 bps (Figure 41). 

FIGURE 41. MILSTAR EHF SCAMP 
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3. Surveillance Satellites. The surveillance task covers a wide variety of missions, 
which are ~ential for the preparation of intelligence to support strategic, operational, 
and tactical COllllllanders. SateHite tasks have been divided into the followi_ng categories: 
(A) :Early Warning, (2) Geographic Imaging; (3) Meteorology, and (4) Nu~ear Detection. 

DSP ]J.-arly Warning Satellites. The pefense. Support Progr~ (DSP) uses satellites 
as the meist intportant element of a large ~le system to warn of an attack by incoming 
ballistic ~siles. (Figure 44). DSP satellites can see and track a missile launch and 
immediately transfer the data back to ground Data Reduction Centers for processing. 
Confirmed warnings are rdayed to the appropriate designated commanders.. All of the 
SCUD missiles launched by Iraq in Desert Storm were identified and warnings were 
rdayed to the field, which provided only a few minutes of warning because of the short 
trajectorit:s. 

DSP Generation 3. Nine DSP Generation 3 satellites were 
ordered with the first launch in 1990. At scheduled 18 month 
intervals, DSP Generation 3 satellites wc:re to be placed on 
station in geostationary orbits spaced ~ound the equator. 
The satellites can be moved to different locations in time of 
crisis situatjo~. The heart of the system lies with the IR 
wavelength imaging system used to detect the hot exha11st 
from missiles. Two different IR wavelei:lgth detectors are used 
to avoid laser jamming. IR sensor systen:is are very expensive, 
so a 6000 IR detector row is rotated through the observation 
window by spinning the satdlite. A comple/te scan takes about 
10 seconds ~d a launch confirmation requires a number of 
scans, so verification make take a co:uple of minutes. The next 
generation DSP will not requite a scan time because wdl over 
100,000 IR detectors may be used, but the cost will be consider
ably higher. 

. FIGURE 44. 
DSP SAm.Lffi 

Geographic Imaging Satellites. Geographic surveillance of the Earth provides a 
unique yiew when multispectral i~gery (looking at many wavdengths) is used. 
Geographic imagery can be used to update maps, identify objects and routes, view below 
the surface of water, and detect contamination. Different wavdength sensors are even 
able to assess vegetation vigor a!ld soil moisture content. Imaging satelJ.ites are usually 
placed in low-Earth orbits to be as close to the viewing as practical. Earlier U.S. satellites 
too\t photographs fro1_11 ve,:y low, short life, 100 mile high orbits. Their resolution was 
higher because they were much closer, but the cost of replacing them became excessive. 
1b_e U.S. moved to higher orbit, computer image storing tecli_n_iques, whereas, the 
R,ussians continue_d to replace low-cost imaging sateilites that take photographs at much 
lower altitudes. 
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DMSP. The Defense Meteorology Satellite 
Program (DMSP) was created to gather weather 
data for military uses. DMSP satellites have 
been placed into low Earth sun-synchronous 
orbits. ' The two active DMSP ~tellites ate 
placed so one passes overhead a_t 6 AM and the 
other passes_ at 10:30 AM. Pata is stored 
onboard until it can be downl_inked to one of 
two permanent ground stations at Offutt, 
Nebraska, or Monterey, California. DMSP 
satc:llites carry transportable ground stations 
allow the information to be directly downlinked 
to tactical users. DMSP information is provided 
to NOAA for civilian use .. 

FIGURE 47. DMSP SATEU_ITE 

CONCLUSION 

The U.S. has fielded military satellite systems based prin:iarily on :.a Soviet threat. 
With the demise of die Soviet threat, much of the justification for these extremely expen
sive systems also disappeared. Budgets that were going to provide. the next generation of 
bigger and better satellite systems have been reduced significantly. The military must 
accept the fact that next generation of satellite security systems are now too expensive to 
field. 

The dilemma for CINCs is to sort oµt the "nice to have" features from the "must 
have;' ones. They must also decide what _dedicated military systems must be fielded and 
which ones can be leased from commercial sources. For the soldier in the field or the 
sailor upon the sea, the availability of overhead systems will make a significant difference 
in the transparency of the battlefield. Syst~ like GPS that were once "nice to have" ate 
now ,;must h_ave" capabilities. Secure, worldwide communications have also become essen
tial co~nd-and-control tools for National Comrriand Authorities. Yet to assure the 
availa,bi_li_ty of these systems, the U.S. must understand tl:iat its commitment to space is 
completely open-ended. A co~tment to space also means a commitment to the use of 
h_igher frequencies and to pay for the more expensive equipment needed to support them. 

_ , A narrow view of space today, by either policymakers or warfigl:tters, can adversely 
affec~ tomorrow's battlefield. In searching for ways to maintain the U.S. commitment to 
space at a reason:.il>le cost, decision-makers wiU inevitably have to weigh the benefits of 
international coo~tion against the risks of not completely controlling its destiny in 
spa~. Even the risks are significant and the costs are high, the benefits of maintaining 
a vigorous military sp:ice program are even greater. 
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